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Introduction and Background
An indirect loan program is a program in which the retailer (often, but not exclusively, an
automobile dealer) arranges the financing of the sale. They accomplish this by taking the
application, forwarding that application to a lender or lenders, and when approved, closing
the loan. In some cases, the loan is closed in the dealer’s name, and then assigned to the
lender who is purchasing the loan. In other cases, the loan is closed in the lender’s name.
This difference in the loan payee can be attributed to a number of factors, many of them
based on state law. For our purposes in this white paper, we will not discuss any differences
between the two approaches.
Most indirect loan programs feature a sliding scale for payments to the originating dealer.
If the dealer can talk the customer into a higher rate, the underlying loan is more valuable
to the financial institution, and therefore, the dealer can sell the loan to the financial
institution for more money.
The Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (RESPA) only permits payment for services
rendered. Indirect loan programs that are the subject of this white paper are not subject to
RESPA, so those prohibitions have no impact on these loans. However, as the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) pointed out on March 21, 2013, these loans are subject
to the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) which is the law underlying Regulation B.
In the CFPB Bulletin 2013-02, the CFPB issued a fair lending warning to financial institutions
within their regulatory framework (generally institutions over $10 billion). However, shortly
after the issuance of this document, other regulatory agencies for smaller institutions
began to take up this cause.
The following is the “Background” information that was part of CFPB Bulletin
2013-02 (footnotes omitted):
•

MAY

“While consumers may seek financing for automobile purchases directly from a financial
institution, many seek financing from the auto dealer. The auto dealer may provide
that financing directly or it may facilitate indirect financing by a third party such as a
depository institution, a nonbank affiliate of a depository institution, an independent
nonbank, or a “captive” nonbank (an auto lender whose primary business is to finance
the purchase of a specific manufacturer’s automobiles).
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•

In indirect auto financing, the dealer usually collects basic information regarding
the applicant and uses an automated system to forward that information to several
prospective indirect auto lenders. After evaluating the applicant, indirect auto lenders
may choose not to become involved in the transaction or they may choose to provide
the dealer with a risk-based “buy rate” that establishes a minimum interest rate at
which the lender is willing to purchase the retail installment sales contract executed by
the consumer for the purchase of the automobile. In some circumstances, the indirect
auto lender may exercise discretion in adjusting the buy rate, making underwriting
exceptions, or modifying other terms and conditions of the financing as a result of
additional negotiation between the indirect auto lender and the dealer.

•

The indirect auto lender may also have a policy that allows the dealer to mark up the
interest rate above the indirect auto lender’s buy rate. In the event that the dealer
charges the consumer an interest rate that is higher than the lender’s buy rate, the
lender may pay the dealer what is typically referred to as “reserve” (or “participation”),
compensation based upon the difference in interest revenues between the buy rate
and the actual note rate charged to the consumer in the retail installment contract
executed with the dealer. Dealer reserve is one method lenders use to compensate
dealers for the value they add by originating loans and finding financing sources.

•

The exact computation of compensation based on dealer markup varies across lenders
and may vary between programs at the same lender. After the deal is consummated
with the consumer, the retail installment contract may then be sold to the lender,
which has already indicated its willingness to extend credit to the applicant.

•

The supervisory experience of the CFPB confirms that some indirect auto lenders
have policies that allow auto dealers to mark up lender-established buy rates and that
compensate dealers for those markups in the form of reserve (collectively, “markup
and compensation policies”).

•

Because of the incentives these policies create, and the discretion they permit, there is
a significant risk that they will result in pricing disparities on the basis of race, national
origin, and potentially other prohibited bases.”
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Who is the Creditor in an Indirect Loan?
The underlying issue is who is at fault if there is a fair lending violation – the indirect
dealer who is acting as the creditor, or the lender who ultimately owns the indirect loan?
Some lenders would argue that in an indirect lending situation, the indirect creditor does
not see or otherwise communicate with the actual consumer. While this is true in almost
all cases, Regulation B does not make much of a distinction between the dealer who is
arranging the transaction and the lender who is ultimately approving and funding the
transaction The CFPB had this to say on the subject (again, footnotes omitted):
•

“The ECOA makes it illegal for a “creditor” to discriminate in any aspect of a credit
transaction because of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, age,
receipt of income from any public assistance program, or the exercise, in good faith,
of a right under the Consumer Credit Protection Act.

•

The ECOA defines a “creditor” to include not only “any person who regularly extends,
renews, or continues credit,” but also “any assignee of an original creditor who
participates in the decision to extend, renew, or continue credit.” Regulation B further
provides that “creditor” means “a person, who, in the ordinary course of business,
regularly participates in the decision of whether or not to extend credit” and expressly
includes an “assignee, transferee, or subrogee who so participates.”

•

The Commentary to Regulation B makes clear that an assignee is considered a
“creditor” when the assignee participates in the credit decision. The Commentary
provides that a “creditor” “includes all persons participating in the credit decision”
and that “[t]his may include an assignee or a potential purchaser of the obligation
who influences the credit decision by indicating whether or not it will purchase the
obligation if the transaction is consummated.”

•

Even as assignees of the installment contract, indirect auto lenders are creditors
under the ECOA and Regulation B if, in the ordinary course of business, they regularly
participate in a credit decision. The CFPB recognizes that there is a continuum of
indirect lender participation in credit decisions, ranging from no participation to being
the sole decision maker with respect to a particular transaction, and that a lender’s
practices and conduct may place it at various points along this continuum. The CFPB
also recognizes that credit transactions in indirect auto lending take many forms.
However, information gathered by the CFPB suggests that the standard practices
of indirect auto lenders likely constitute participation in a credit decision under the
ECOA and Regulation B.
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•

For example, an indirect auto lender is likely a creditor under the ECOA when it evaluates
an applicant’s information, establishes a buy rate, and then communicates that buy
rate to the dealer, indicating that it will purchase the obligation at the designated
buy rate if the transaction is consummated. In addition, when a lender provides rate
sheets to a dealer establishing buy rates and allows the dealer to mark up those buy
rates, the lender may be a creditor under the ECOA when it later purchases a contract
from such a dealer. These two examples are illustrative of common industry practices;
indirect auto lenders may also be creditors under other circumstances.”

The Liability of Indirect Auto Lenders for
Discrimination Resulting from Markup and
Compensation Policies
Markups and other compensation policies have a direct impact on whether the indirect
lender receives business from the indirect dealer. For instance, if the dealer can sell the
loan at a 6 percent APR, and one indirect lender will pay a one percent dealer reserve and
a second lender will pay a two percent dealer reserve for the loan, the lender paying two
percent is going to get the loan – it is a matter of competition and economics.
On the surface of this transaction, there is no issue or violation, as the pricing is set based
on the amount of dealer reserve the dealer wishes to receive. However, there are factors
that may impact the dealer’s approach. For instance, if a consumer is aggressive regarding
the price of the product (for instance, a hard negotiator on the price of a vehicle), the
indirect dealer might permit themselves to be “pushed around” regarding the price,
while thinking that they will be able to improve their profit margin by raising the rate on
the loan, which improves the overall profitability of the sale. ECOA and Regulation B have
no exclusions for difficult negotiators on price. If the consumer in this scenario happens
to be a protected class individual, an allegation of a fair lending violation could be made
based on a protected class consumer being charged a higher rate.
However, sometimes the consumer may not be as aggressive regarding any part of the
negotiation, and end up paying a higher price for the vehicle, as well as paying a higher
price for the underlying loan. When this occurs, and the consumer is a protected class
individual, the potential of a fair lending violation increases exponentially. The CFPB
discussed the disparity in pricing issue as follows (footnotes omitted):
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•

“An additional consideration for auto lenders covered as creditors under the ECOA is
whether and under what circumstances they are liable for pricing disparities on a prohibited
basis. When such disparities exist within an indirect auto lender’s portfolio, lenders may
be liable under the legal doctrines of both disparate treatment and disparate impact.

•

An indirect auto lender’s markup and compensation policies may alone be sufficient
to trigger liability under the ECOA if the lender regularly participates in a credit
decision and its policies result in discrimination. The disparities triggering liability
could arise either within a particular dealer’s transactions or across different dealers
within the lender’s portfolio. Thus, an indirect auto lender that permits dealer markup
and compensates dealers on that basis may be liable for these policies and practices
if they result in disparities on a prohibited basis.

•

Some indirect auto lenders may be operating under the incorrect assumption that
they are not liable under the ECOA for pricing disparities caused by markup and
compensation policies because Regulation B provides that “[a] person is not a
creditor regarding any violation of the [ECOA] or [Regulation B] committed by another
creditor unless the person knew or had reasonable notice of the act, policy, or practice
that constituted the violation before becoming involved in the credit transaction.”
This provision limits a creditor’s liability for another creditor’s ECOA violations under
certain circumstances. But it does not limit a creditor’s liability for its own violations —
including, for example, disparities on a prohibited basis that result from the creditor’s
own markup and compensation policies. Additionally, an indirect auto lender further
may have known or had reasonable notice of a dealer’s discriminatory conduct,
depending on the facts and circumstances.”

Limiting Fair Lending Risk in Indirect
Auto Lending
The simplest method to assure that there are no fair lending issues is simply to set one
rate with one dealer reserve percentage. However, that will impact the business received
from dealers as discussed above.
Perhaps a more realistic approach is to log the consumer’s characteristics whenever there
is an increase in the rate that results in an increased dealer reserve. However, this is limited,
as collecting race, gender, and ethnicity is not permitted for consumer non real estate
transactions. So every financial institution will have to find some sort of “middle ground.”
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The CFPB had some thoughts on this
issue, as follows:
“Institutions subject to CFPB jurisdiction, including indirect auto lenders, should take
steps to ensure that they are operating in compliance with the ECOA and Regulation B as
applied to dealer markup and compensation policies. These steps may include, but are
not limited to:
•

imposing controls on dealer markup and compensation policies, or otherwise revising
dealer markup and compensation policies, and also monitoring and addressing the
effects of those policies in the manner described below, so as to address unexplained
pricing disparities on prohibited bases; or

•

eliminating dealer discretion to mark up buy rates and fairly compensating dealers
using another mechanism, such as a flat fee per transaction, that does not result in
discrimination.

Another important tool for limiting fair lending risk in indirect auto lending is developing
a robust fair lending compliance management program. The CFPB recognizes that the
appropriate program will vary among financial institutions. In our most recent Supervisory
Highlights, we set out the following features of a strong fair lending compliance program,
which are applicable in the indirect auto lending context:
•

an up-to-date fair lending policy statement;

•

regular fair lending training for all employees involved with any aspect of the institution’s
credit transactions, as well as all officers and Board members;

•

ongoing monitoring for compliance with fair lending policies and procedures;

•

ongoing monitoring for compliance with other policies and procedures that are
intended to reduce fair lending risk (such as controls on dealer discretion);

•

review of lending policies for potential fair lending violations, including potential
disparate impact;

•

depending on the size and complexity of the financial institution, regular analysis of
loan data in all product areas for potential disparities on a prohibited basis in pricing,
underwriting, or other aspects of the credit transaction;
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•

regular assessment of the marketing of loan products; and

•

meaningful oversight of fair lending compliance by management and, where
appropriate, the financial institution’s board of directors.

For some lenders, additional compliance-management components may be necessary
to address significant fair lending risks. For example, indirect auto lenders that retain
dealer markup and compensation policies may wish to address the fair lending risks of
such policies by implementing systems for monitoring and corrective action by:
•

sending communications to all participating dealers explaining the ECOA, stating the
lender’s expectations with respect to ECOA compliance, and articulating the dealer’s
obligation to mark up interest rates in a non-discriminatory manner in instances where
such markups are permitted;

•

conducting regular analyses of both dealer-specific and portfolio-wide loan pricing
data for potential disparities on a prohibited basis resulting from dealer markup and
compensation policies;

•

commencing prompt corrective action against dealers, including restricting or
eliminating their use of dealer markup and compensation policies or excluding
dealers from future transactions, when analysis identifies unexplained disparities on a
prohibited basis; and

•

promptly remunerating affected consumers when unexplained disparities on a
prohibited basis are identified either within an individual dealer’s transactions or
across the indirect lender’s portfolio.

What Should an Indirect Lender Do Now?
Since there are limitations regarding information gathering, a full fair lending test is
difficult. However, females can most likely be identified based on name, and an analysis
of interest rates for this class of individuals, while not perfect, is possible.
Likewise, Hispanic or Spanish surnames can be isolated. Again, while not perfect, an
analysis is possible.
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A third approach would be to isolate census tracts with higher levels of protected class
individuals, and focus on the interest rate being charged to consumers within that census tract.
These are suggestions. Financial institutions may have additional approaches to perform
the fair lending analysis. We encourage creativity, without violating any of the fair lending
laws and regulations. The only step that a financial institution should not take is to do
nothing. The closing paragraph of the CFPB’s pronouncement was:
•
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“The CFPB will continue to closely review the operations of both depository and nondepository indirect auto lenders, utilizing all appropriate regulatory tools to assess
whether supervisory enforcement, or other actions may be necessary to ensure that
the market for auto lending provides fair, equitable, and nondiscriminatory access to
credit for consumers.”
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